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Abstract: 

This document is deliverable D4.1 “Concept for the new, efficient Air Traffic System”, which as described in 
the DoW is the first deliverable of WP4, with 9 person-months (INX 2, DLR 2, ITU 2, DHMI 3) involved in its 
corresponding tasks. The original report delivery date was T0+19 which corresponded to March 2014, but as 
agreed with the project officer, D4.1 was delayed 4 months until July 2014 because of dependencies on 
deliverable WP1 and WP3 whose final deliverable “D3.3 New design principles to foster safety, agility, and 

resilience” (originally scheduled as T0+18) is being delivered in July 2014. The following deliverable D4.1 
describes the concept for the new, efficient Air Traffic System within the Resilience2050 project.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

Resilience2050.eu is a collaborative project that was funded through the FP7 AAT Call 5, topic AAT.2012.6.2-
4: Identifying new design principles fostering safety, agility, and resilience for ATM. 

The project aims to: 

 Develop adequate mathematical modeling and analysis approaches to support the systematic 
analysis of resilience in ATM scenarios, taking into account the different ATM disturbances that can 
take place in European airspace. 

 Develop metrics to systematically define resilience, addressing the concepts of “Responding”, 

“Monitoring”, “Learning”, and “Anticipating”. This work will result in a Resilience Analysis Framework 
(RAF 2050) in order to enable the definition of new ATM design principles fostering safety, agility, 
and especially resilience. 

 Provide an extensive overview of the human contributions to resilience in the current ATM. 

The project is carried out by an international consortium comprising: The Innaxis Research Institute, (Project 
Coordinator, Spain), Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V (DLR, Germany), Universidad 
Politécnica de Madrid (UPM, Spain), Nationaal Lucht- en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium (NLR, Netherlands), 
Istanbul Teknik Üniversitesi (ITU, Turkey), Devlet Hava Meydanlari Isletmesi Genel Müdürlügü (DHMI, 
Turkey) and King’s College London (KCL, UK). 

The project was launched on June 1, 2012 and will last 36 months. 

1.2 Overview of Deliverable 4.1 

The Resilience2050.eu project is based on the fact that the current ATM System cannot be an origin for the 
future design in the 2050s with projections of a more than 100% traffic increase. In that sense, the current 
ATM System not only has physical but also operational limitations that have to be considered for future ATM 
design. In Deliverable 4.1, utilizing future indicators taken from studies, such as Flightpath 2050, we present 
a concept for the new ATM system that is set to operate under optimal conditions. The concept 
is based on a series of new design elements that are crucial for overcoming the future 
bottlenecks of Air Transportation and to maximize the throughput of the system.  

In that sense, the new concept, as presented in this Deliverable 4.1, is geared toward efficiency in all 
aspects with minimal concern for robustness and resilience. Any disruption can cause a loss of productivity in 
the areas of the different stakeholders. To diminish its impact, a balance between resilience and efficiency 
should be implemented in the new concept. In D4.2, the Project partners are taking the design elements 
from the concept of a new efficient ATM System (D4.1) and the design principles described in task 3.3 to 

incorporate these into the abstraction found in task 4.1, bearing in mind the resilience metrics for the 
European ATM System (task 3.2). The end results are a “Balanced concept considering safety, productivity, 
and resilience” (D4.2). 

1.3 Structure of Deliverable 4.1 

Section 1 provides a general introduction of the project and outlines both the overview and the structure of 
the deliverable. 

In Section 2 we review the World as projected for 2050. Factors such as population, demographics, and 
economic wealth play a crucial rule in forecasting the future demands on Air Transportation. In addition, 
new and emerging technologies have a considerable impact on society’s travel trends but also on the 
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underlying core technologies associated with the air traffic transportation equipment rather than on the ATM 
side or aircraft side. We review the emerging and enabling technologies and emphasize their impact on the 
Air Transportation stakeholders. 

In Section 3, based on the progression of the world, we review the projection of Air Transportation to the 
2050s. First, we list the main drivers of traffic and fleet growth toward 2030. The impact of the emerging 
economies and the progression of the world’s center of gravity for air traffic are presented. It is important to 
note that the center of gravity of the world’s air traffic is projected to be in the deep European 
Mediterranean region. In that sense, this place represents an ideal “center point” for establishing shorter 

connectivity. It is also a natural place for infrastructure development (and, hence, capacity supply). With 
this, we move to a more detailed projection of Air Transportation in 2050 focusing on Europe. We use 
STATFOR projections to create a demand and supply forecast for Europe across its main blocks of airspace 
and all the other continents. These projections provide the basis of our view of the stakeholders in 2050. 

In Section 4, we provide a concept toward efficient ATM in 2050. Specifically, we first review the efficiency 
of ATM from each stakeholder perspective. Later, current and future bottlenecks and solutions for efficient 
ATM are identified. Finally, we identify the new infrastructure and equipment as well as new methods and 
operations for efficient ATM. The future of stakeholders in 2050 and the concerns for resiliency regarding the 
progress toward a balanced concept is presented as the conclusion. 

Annex I provides the acronym list and Annex II consists of a complete set of references. 
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2 World in 2050 

From the perspective of Air Transportation, demographics, and economy are deeply related in the demand, 
supply, and stakeholder positions. Within the scope of this deliverable, we consider the stakeholders of the 
Air Transportation sector as the: 

 Air Navigation Service Providers 
 Airlines 

 Airports 
 Aircraft and ATM Equipment Manufacturers/Suppliers 
 Society  

o Airspace users 
o Regulators & administrators 
o Individuals. 

The most crucial stakeholders, considering the economy, are the airlines and society (i.e. the customers of 
the system). The air transportation system depends on the capabilities of the national and global airspace 
system. Demand is driven by the economy and is in interaction with the supply. Stakeholders (mainly 
airlines) provide the supply by pricing, scheduling, and developing enabling technologies. Economy, demand, 
and vehicle capabilities are the main drivers of airlines. This deeply interconnected picture is summarized in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Relationship between the Economy and Air Transportation [Hansman14] 

 

In the next subsections, we review the projections of the world up to 2050 from the perspective of 
demography and economy. Later, we review the social and technological trends and provide insight into the 
future of the stakeholders. All of these projections pave the way for the future air transportation’s supply 
and demand, which is covered in Section 3. 

2.1 Demography in 2050 

The world population is projected to grow from 6.1 billion in 2000 to 8.9 billion in 2050, increasing, 
therefore, by 47 percent at the medium expected growth rate (shown in Figure 2). The average annual 
population growth rate over this half-century will be 0.77 percent, substantially lower than the 1.76 percent 
average growth rate from 1950 to 2000. In addition, growth is projected to slow the further the projections 
go. For 2000-2005, the annual growth rate is estimated at 1.22 percent, by 2045–2050 it will be only 0.33 
percent. [UN04] 
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Although the growth rate will fall, the annual increase in world population will remain high: 57 million a year 
on average between 2000 and 2050. This is lower than the 71 million people added annually between 1950 
and 2000 but it is still substantial. The increase over these 50 years (as shown in Figure 3), will be more 
than twice the current population of China, or more than twice the current population of all the more 
developed regions combined. Although population growth will eventually subside, and a variety of countries 
will see little or no population growth, for the world as a whole over the next 50 years can hardly be 
characterized as demographically tranquil. [UN04] One interesting fact would be the high population growth 
rates of the African countries (such as Nigeria, Ethiopia, and Congo) will result in these countries to 
overgrow many of the other nations across the globe thereby creating demand for air travel. This is in 
addition to the sustained demand coming from China, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, and Bangladesh. In that 
sense, the air travel demand coming from these above mentioned nations is estimated to be a major driver 
for the Air Transportation in the 2050s. 

 

Figure 2 World Population Forecast – High, medium, and low limits [UN04] 

 

Figure 3 Country Population Forecasts for the 2050s [UN04] 
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2.2 Economy in 2050 

 

Figure 4 Breakdown of the components of the average real growth in GDP at PPP (2011-2050) [PwC13] 

According to Figure 4, which shows the relative GDP growth rate estimations of 24 countries for the period 
between 2011 and 2050, developing economies will have an average growth rate of 4% per annum, and this 
rate halves then to less than 2% for the developed economies. [PwC13] 

 

 

Figure 5 Comparison of year-over-year GDP growth [Airbus13] 

Specifically, until 2000, the growth of the GDP is shown to be nearly the same for emerging and mature 
economies (Figure 5). However, after 2000, the increase of emerging economies has always been higher 
than mature economies to where in the 2009 economic crisis mature economies started to shrink, while 
emerging economies were still growing. Figure 5 shows the time series analysis and forecast for several 
years. It has foreseen that emerging economies would grow faster than mature economies. [Airbus13] 

Despite the higher growth rate of developing economies, the bridge between advanced economies and 
developing economies in terms of the average income per capita will still be significantly high, since the 
current income gap is very high to overcome these rates. Nevertheless, according to PwC World in the 2050 
report [PwC13], there will be an increasing role of emerging economies such as China and India in the areas 
such as ICT, biotechnology, and nanotechnology. 
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Figure 6 Actual and projected top 10 economies and ranked based on GDP in PPP terms [PwC13] 

In addition to this, as shown in Figure 6 and according to “The World in 2050” report by HSBC economist 
Karen Ward, Italy will no longer be in the top ten and the US will no longer be number one within the list of 
countries with the highest GDP. 

 

Figure 7 Trips (Passengers originating from the respective country) over GDP per capita [Airbus13] 

Focusing on Figure 7, which represents the trips per capita vs. GDP per capita, and the economic growth 
and population growth, we can project that countries like India, China, and emerging economies will be 

creating much greater demand for air travel not only because of increased population but also increased 
GDPs per capita. As such, by the 2050s, emerging economic powers from Africa and South East Asia will 
again be major drivers for the air transportation industry.  

2.3 Social Trends in 2050 

By the 2050, an increasing participation in politics will take place because of the more complicated use of 
social network technologies. It will be called “networked governance”. In 2050, communication will be from 
everyone to everyone. The political process will involve all of the young people and they will take part in 
decision making and agenda-setting. Additionally, the borders between the countries will be fuzzier, and it 
will be determined by both geography and social networks. Especially in the case of the unions of countries, 
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people would be able to freely choose the citizenship of a country if they feel they belong to that particular 
country [EC w]. 

From the business side, the future trends of business are being shaped by social media entering the 
enterprise world and there is a shift to the cloud and mobility [Forbes w]. Social media affects business as 
social collaboration is increased by what is happening in the consumer web. The technologies belong to 
consumer web support new behaviors such as creating communities, being open and transparent, sharing 
information and ideas, easily being able to find people and information, and collaboration with help to 
encourage them. New collaborative technologies also ensure freedom and flexibility to work anytime, 

anywhere, and using any equipment. Considering the fact that today virtually all collaboration has a cloud-
based deployment option, business units will no longer need to wait for the corporate approval of 
information technology to make investments in these areas and anyone with access to the Internet will have 
the ability to spread whatever technology best fits their needs. In addition to these, the mobility concept will 
bring the ability to be a mobile worker, which means people can work from anywhere, anytime, and on any 
device.  
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Table 1 Enabling Technologies in 2050 

 

 

 

•3D/4D Printing
•New Materials
•Ultra-light Metal Alloys
•3D stengthened materials
•Repariable composites
•Hybrid Materials
•Smart materials
•New Engine Technolgies
•Quiet engines
•Ultra Hight Bypass Ration Turboprops
•Open rotor engines
•Scramjet engines
•New Wing Desingns
•Longer and thinner structure
•New inner designs
•Bionic Structures
•Energy harvesting adaptable seats
•Eco, self-cleaning spaces
•Hybrid Rocket Technology
•All Electrical Aircraft

ATM/Aircraft Manufacturers

•Advanced Guidance, Navigation, Control and Communication
•Air Traffic Services Unit (ATSU)
•VHF data radio (VDR3)
•Data link control and display units (DCDUs)
•Controller–pilot data link communications (CPDLC)
•Eco-climb
•Express Skyways
•Free glide approaches and landing
•Autonomus ground opertions

Airlines/Aircrafts/Aircraft Manufacturers

•Advanced Virtual and Augmented Reality
•Real time sensitive feedback
•Internet of Things
•Network of everyday smart devices
•Quantum Computing
•Ultra efficient computing paradigm
•New Energy Sources
•Biofuels

Society
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2.4 Enabling Technologies for Air Transportation in 2050 

Table 1 provides a general list of enabling technologies for the Air Transportation sector in 2050. Below we 
provide a further detailed explanation of these enabling technologies and their impact on some of the 
stakeholders within the Air Transportation sector.  

2.4.1 ATM/Aircraft Manufacturers 

With 3D printing, which is a widely known version of additive manufacturing, it is possible to produce 3D 
solid objects. 4D printing carries this step forward by allowing the manufacturing of structures that uses 
advanced materials. These materials have the ability to change their shape due to the environmental 
variables, such as the presence of water or temperature change. It also allows or makes it easier to 
construct and manufacture in extreme environments where the construction is not feasible due to danger 
and the cost constraints, such as in a spaceship or on the surface of other planets. Developments in 
software, computing, and manufacturing processes allow for realizing more complicated designs. With the 
help of this technology, the processing of more complex structures will be easier, and production at any size 
will be rather straightforward. 

With the help of revolutionary developments in materials technology, there will be improvements in every 
other type of engineering processes. The development of advanced materials such as ultra-light metal alloys, 
3D strengthened materials, reparable composites, and hybrid and smart materials can help achieving 
reduced fuel consumption and reduced emissions, as well as reduced cost in production and reduced noise 

pollution. There are several types of Advanced Composite Materials such as morphing materials, self-reliant 
materials and ecological materials. Morphing materials can change their shape with respect to a change in 
the environmental variables, such as temperature. Self-reliant materials can clean themselves or even self-
repair themselves. And ecological materials can be produced using recycled materials, or they can be 
recyclable. By using nanotechnology in the production of composite materials, it will be possible to produce 
materials that have higher toughness, strength, and elasticity, which in turn can be used for the production 
of aircraft [Airbus w]. 

With lower specific fuel consumption, higher propulsion efficiency, and total efficiency of Ultra High Bypass 
Ration Turboprop, it will be possible to reduce flight costs. Using scramjet motors will help reduce flight 
times in civil aviation, and will provide for a higher success rate at hitting the temporal targets. For the 
implementation of this technology, motors should be integrated to the body, and heat exchanger systems 
should be integrated to the motors, and endothermic fuels should be used.  

The other two engine concepts are GRC and SAGE. The Green Rotorcraft (GRC) is a concept that uses 
innovative rotor blades and engine installation for noise reduction. It also uses lower airframe drag, diesel 
engines, and electrical systems for the reduction of fuel consumption and for creating environmentally 
friendly flight paths [CleanSky]. The Sustainable and Green Engine (SAGE) is a motor concept that integrates 
low noise and lightweight low pressure system technologies, and has high efficiency, low Nox, and low 
weight core, as well as novel configurations such as open rotors or intercoolers [CleanSky]. As such, Green 
Regional Aircraft (GRA) with enhanced efficient engines and optimized mission and trajectory management 
provides a much more efficient outlook on local air transportation [CleanSky]. 

The designs of the next generation aircrafts are expected to take their inspiration from nature, and will be 
designed using bionic structures. By using a porous structure, like the ultra-porous structure of bird 
skeletons, it will be possible to manufacture aircrafts that have both high structural strength and low weight, 
and this reduction in weight can help in manufacturing a more flexible and ergonomic in-cabin design 
[Airbus w]. 
 
For creating translational cabin areas, energy producing seating systems, flexible monitors, and health status 
monitoring sensory systems, and heat conversion systems are expected to be in use in the future. For 
manufacturing environmentally friendly and self-reliant aircraft, design concepts such as using recyclable 
fiber side panels, intelligent surfaces such as super-hydrophobic, super-hydrophilic, self-cleaning areas and 
anti-microbial coatings are expected to be in use in the future [Airbus w]. 
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With the forecasted improvements in hybrid-rocket technology, it is expected that reaching the orbit by 
rockets will be safer/easier, launching costs will be lower, and orbit tourism will be safer and more feasible. 

2.4.2 Airline/Aircraft/Aircraft Manufacturers 

Advanced Guidance, Navigation, Control and Communication technologies such as ATSU, VDR3, DCDUs, and 
CPDLC will be developed. As a result, communication efficiency will be increased, data transmission will be 
more reliable, and traffic flow will be safer. 

A more economical climb will be enhanced. Aircraft could be maneuvered onto a track system and 
accelerated using either electro-magnetic motors built into the track or an inductive circuit within the aircraft 
itself. This concept decreases noise and reaches efficient cruise altitudes more quickly [Airbus w]. 
 
Express skyway will be used. Highly intelligent aircraft would be able to “self-organize” and select the most 
efficient and environmentally friendly routes, making the optimum use of the prevailing weather and 
atmospheric conditions [Airbus w].  
 
Free glide approaches and landings will be made. It will decrease emissions during the overall decent and 
reduce noise during the steeper approach as there is no need for engine thrust or air breaking [Airbus w].  
 
Moreover, autonomous ground operation will become the key concept of the arrangement of ground 
congestion.  

2.4.3 Society 

Virtual Reality is a computer simulated 3D environment, in which the person who uses the device(s) can 
interact with the visual physical world. On the other hand, Augmented Reality is a live direct or indirect 
interaction with real-world environments. An advanced concept that is called Advanced Virtual and 
Augmented Reality (AVAR) encompasses both of these aforementioned concepts. With the help of advanced 
computers, networking, interaction systems such as displays and even virtual smells, it is possible to create 
a realistic 3D scene that makes use of human sensors such as vision, smell, touch, and even taste. With 
AVAR, real world data can be supplemented with computer generated objects. The interaction with both real 
world and computer generated objects helps people to navigate and work more effectively in the real world 
by using the links between real and visual worlds. This technology has become a part of life, wherein 
smartphones are the most widely used example of this type of devices. 

Today, many daily gadgets have the ability to be online to interact with other machines, from coffee pots 
and household lights to vending machines and cars. This concept, which allows for communication and 
interaction between different devices, is called the Internet of Things. With future improvements in this 
concept, both from gadgets and the communication medium, it will become an indispensable part of human 
life. 

Quantum computers are different than conventional computers in terms of computer logic. Regular 
computers use a binary system of 0s and 1s when storing and using information. These states do not need 
to be static in a quantum computer. It uses “quantum superposition” as well as the quantum effects of 
entanglement and quantum tunneling, and it is possible to manipulate all combinations of bits 
simultaneously, which makes quantum computing a very fast technology in theory.   

According to the assumptions of IATA, for the near future, there is no alternative to hydrocarbon based fuel 
such as electricity in the aviation industry. Thus, bio-fuels that have the same burning characteristics as Jet-

A fuel (kerosene) must by synthesized. These compounds should be miscible with kerosene in different 
ratios and they must be suitable for the current injectors that are in use in contemporary motors. In 
addition, they must be subsidized because the bio-fuel is expensive both due to the synthesizing costs and 
material (plants to be used for biofuels, etc.) costs. In addition, this process should have an as minimal 
impact as possible on forests and agriculture, and should use as little water as possible. 
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2.5 Stakeholders of Air Transportation in 2050  

Based on the progress associated with the demography, economics, social behavior, and technological 
trends, in 2050 even though many of the stakeholders are the same as today, we foresee that the 
stakeholders will have slightly different goals and new technology and infrastructure for achieving these 
goals.  

2.5.1 Air Navigation Service Providers 

Air Navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) are organizations that are responsible for: 

 Accommodating traffic growth 
 Providing capacity at agreed air traffic flow management delay levels to meet customer 

requirements 
 Providing the most cost-effective air transportation service 
 Improving QoS and contributing to customer and stakeholder satisfaction 
 Reducing the environmental impact of operations 
 Becoming characteristic in the region [ECTL08]. 

ANSPs will favor functionality over supremacy by 2050. In order to achieve that goal, ANSPs will deal with 
political barriers before anything else. In Europe, it is foreseen that assembling 39 national airspace 
management authorities into a single entity can create a political delay because of the concerns of losing 
sovereignty over air traffic management and also losing some lines of work. However, creating new job 
areas established with this collaboration can solve this issue. What is more, militaries are other rather 
independent stakeholders controlling a significant amount of airspace and are rather uncooperative. 
Nevertheless, the efficiency and ease of security established by forming a single ANSP will drive authorities 
to accept it in 2050 [IATA11]. 

EUROCONTROL and FAA are jointly researching the ways to accomplish efficiency, safety, and environmental 
goals in 2050:  

  EUROCONTROL [EU11] 
o Delays will be mitigated by highly efficient night operations.  
o Single European Sky (SES) and Single European Sky ATM research program (SESAR) will 

have been implemented by 2050 
o ANSPs, airport operators, pilots, ground handlers and military will be integrated into several 

mega ANSPs. 
o Airspace capacity will increase by 80% to 200% by 2050 as seen in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 SESAR Airspace Capacity Goals [SESJU] 
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o Airport capacity will increase by 20% compared to the 2005 baseline as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 SESAR Airport Capacity Goals [SESJU] 

 FAA [JPDO10] 
o With the US’s next generation ATM Program (NextGen) there will be four new ATM 

capabilities: 
 Collaborative Capacity Management: NAS sources will be allocated via proactive and 

collaborative strategic planning for dynamically balancing the forecasted/needed 
demand and utilization. 

 Collaborative Flow Contingency Management: Minimizes the impact of other 

operations by providing optimal, synced, and safe flow initiatives in collaboration 
with other stakeholders in real time. 

 Efficient Trajectory Management: Assigns trajectories for minimizing the number 
and complexity of conflicts through negotiation and continuous online enhancement. 

 Flexible Separation Management: Helps establishing safe separation minima 
considering other aircrafts, terrain, and weather. 

o Information sharing will create a system wide awareness for ANSPs. 

It is important to note that both SESAR and NextGen programs have  parallel approaches however, each 
program carry some underlying crucial differences in terms of partners, stakeholders involved and budget. 

2.5.2 Airlines 

Airlines are the main suppliers of the aviation industry. Airlines earn the lowest return and bear practically 
the highest risk among other stakeholders. Nevertheless, the most invested sector is airlines. 

The main reason for low returns in the airline industry has to do with governmental policies. By discharging 
restrictive policies by 2050, the airlines will be one of the most profitable sectors in 2050.  

It is projected that there will be new airlines by 2050 and with a higher percentage of them being low-cost 
carriers. This is expected to be profitable for the air transportation customer. 

From the airlines perspective, if every flight becomes just one minute shorter, 9 million tons of fuel and $1.5 
billion will be saved [ATAG11]. By mitigating delays with the help of SESAR and NextGen projects, flights will 
save millions of tons of fuel and billions of dollars by 2050. 

2.5.3 Airports 

By 2050, the number of passengers will increase from 6.5 million to 44 million passengers per day 
[Dvice11w]. Having 16 billion passengers and 400 million tons of cargo per year will be another issue in 
2050 [IATA11]. In order to cope with such high demand, new infrastructures should be built and new 
efficient security measures should be designed.  
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Airports charge fees for gate usage and for departure and arrival landing slots, too. Governments own most 
of the airports. However, by privatizing the ownership of airports, a new market has been created by private 
companies around the world [IATA11]. 

In 2050, the profile of airports will be more diverse. Traditional hub airports will have high utilization rates. 
There will be airline owned hubs for creating a more integrated infrastructure, such as companies creating 
hardware developing software integrated to that specific hardware rather than as a third party. Airports can 
also unbundle the prices for airlines for increasing the interoperability [IATA11]. 

A consistent ground handling service will be built consisting of vertiports, heliports in addition to airports 
interconnected with other means of transportation too [EU11]. 

Airports will be integrated to a network of air. Airports will be more passenger oriented. There will be smart 
and renewable power consumption and autonomous taxiing carriages. Security checkpoints will be non-
contact based thus enhancing security and reducing customer delays and inconvenience. 

By 2050, airports will be interconnected more seamlessly with other ways of transportation compared to 
today: 

 High-speed trains 
 Regional short-distance flights. 

2.5.4 Aircraft and ATM Equipment Manufacturers/Suppliers 

Aircrafts and ATM equipment are built for a specific demand and also the current airport layout. This 
dependency will drive the new structure revisions for aircrafts followed by equipment. The single-aisle 
aircrafts will dominate the other size-classes of aircrafts in consequence of the sovereignty of domestic 
flights as mentioned in Figure 13. Thus, producers will shift their production resources to the production of 
single-aisle aircrafts. 

Engines constitute a high proportion of the total cost for an aircraft. New engine technologies will reduce the 
cost of aircrafts significantly. 

Although most of the airlines execute line maintenance in-house, 60% of airlines delegate the MRO work to 
external suppliers. That makes MRO suppliers another crucial stakeholder. These stakeholders can be further 
categorized into: 

 OEMs (airframe and aircraft engine manufacturers) 
 Other airline maintenance operations 
 Independent service providers [IATA11]. 

The certification mechanism will be more coherent and easier to afford and emerging production 
technologies such as 3D printing and smart materials will encourage independent service providers to 

manufacture parts at low cost [EU11]. 

2.5.5 Society  

The passenger is the main focus of the 2050s. The main purpose of stakeholders is to meet societies’ needs 
by ensuring suitable and sustainable flights both for travelers and freight. The optimized trajectories and 
access will provide equity of access and safe operations for passengers and freight by 2050. Access to 
airports will be rapid, comfortable, and straightforward [EU11].  

The environmental impact on society will be reduced. As a result of developing technologies and procedures 
the CO2 and NOx emission will be reduced by 75% and 90%, respectively. The anticipated noise caused by 
flying aircrafts will be reduced by 65% compared to an average new aircraft in 2000. Aircraft will be 
designed and manufactured for being completely recyclable. Aircrafts will not emit greenhouse gases during 
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the taxiing phase [EU11]. It is important to note that the estimations of particular emission reduction 
numbers change from source to source however the essence of reduction remains the same.  

It is envisioned that the passengers will have access to cutting edge technologies. Passengers will be able to 
pick the optimum way of transportation by easily providing their requirements and constraints. 
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3 Air Transportation in 2050 

 

“Looking ahead, we can see that, in 2050, aviation will fly 16 billion passengers and 400 million tons of 
cargo. We must be able to manage that with sustainable technologies and efficient infrastructure, while 

pleasing our passengers and rewarding our shareholders." [IATA11] 

 

In this section, we review the Air Transportation in 2050 following through projections of air traffic growth 
across all stakeholders involved within the system.  

As of 2013, air traffic can be demonstrated as in Figure 10 through a network model consisting of revenue 
shares in percentages. The highest RPKs are generated by Asia-Pacific domestic flights and it is followed by 
domestic North America and flights from Western Europe to North America. In 2013, there were 3.1 billion 
passengers scheduled and, in 2050, it is expected to increase to 16 billion.  

 

Figure 10 Percentages of Total Scheduled Revenue Passenger-Kilometers [Airbus13] 

In the next subsections, we first review the main drivers of traffic and fleet growth across all continents by 

the 2030s. Here, we mark the importance of emerging economies that fuel the growth. Later, we focus on a 
much more detailed study for Europe and give the projections of traffic growth across European regions in 
2050. In the last part, we review the stakeholders in 2050 and their probable positions based on the above 
projections. European Air Transportation projection and stakeholder position lay the foundation for the third 
section, which marks the concepts for an efficient ATM for 2050 in light of all the air transportation 
projections. 

3.1 Air Transportation in the 2030s 

3.1.1 Main Drivers of Traffic and Fleet Growth toward 2030 [Airbus13] 

The population, economic strength, and city development is expected to be higher in the next 20 years. One 
important indicator of development is the urban population ratio. This ratio is expected to increase from 

51% to over 60% in the next 20 years. There will be new economies, markets, and first-time passengers. 
The middle class population is projected to increase from 2.2 billion to 5.2 billion. 

Emerging tourism and globalization will increase the demand. Regions with political restrictions will have 
more liberalization, and thereby they will start growing more rapidly than the advanced regions. In addition, 
a less fuel-efficient and less eco-friendly fleet will be replaced with advanced models and low-cost models 
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will be utilized by emerging economies. Having more and larger mega cities will drive the demand for more 
VLAs. It is important to note that the world annual RPK has doubled every 15 years up until now. 
Considering this fact, RPKs are expected to double again between 2012 and 2027. In addition, it can be 
inferred from Figure 11 that, in the next 20 years, RPK will increase 2.5 fold, and in 2050 approx. fivefold. 

 

Figure 11 World Annual RPK will double in the next 15 years [Airbus13] 

 

In 2012, the Asia-Pacific region had the largest ratio of RPK in the world with 29%, but Europe and North 
America followed it closely. In Figure 12, it is depicted that the world will grow by 4.7% in 20 years. In the 
next 20 years, the picture will change and RPKs in the world will be dominated by the Asia-Pacific region by 
34% and other regions such as the Middle East will start to have a significant share of 12% while Europe 
and North America will drop to 20% and 18% in world RPK, respectively.  

 

Figure 12 Asia-Pacific region will dominate RPK by airline domicile [Airbus13] 

 

If we look at the growth projections from the perspectives of airlines and aircraft types, we see that in the 
next 20 years the fleet size is projected to double and the fleet share of single-aisle aircraft will increase 
because of the increased attraction of domestic flights. Regional jets will be mostly replaced by single-aisle 
flights because of availability, as shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Fleet Composition Change [Boeing13] 

In next 20 years, the global network carriers will remain the largest type of carrier, but LCCs will grow 4% 
while all other types other than major networks will shrink as shown in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14 Market Shares of Carriers in 2012-2032 [Airbus13] 

 

From the perspective of airports, we see that by 2012, 42 cities in the world handled more than 10,000 long 
haul passengers per day as shown in Figure 15. 93% of all long-haul traffic flew to/from via these mega 
cities. However, by 2032 it is projected that there will 90 mega-cities covering 99% of all long-haul traffic. 
Figure 16 demonstrates how the air traffic is more concentrated in large hubs in 2012. 
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Figure 15 Aviation Mega Cities in 2012 [Airbus13] 

 

Figure 16 Aviation Mega Cities in 2032 [Airbus13] 

 

3.1.2 Emerging Economies and the Impact on Air Transportation Growth up to the 
2030s 

 

“…, we must embrace the reality of an industry whose centre of gravity is shifting away from our traditional 
leaders in the US and Europe. Asia-Pacific is already our biggest market. The continued development of 

China and India will keep this region at the industry’s forefront. We must engage the region to deliver 
leadership for change.” [IATA11] 

 

Through our review, we observe that the Emerging Economies will be a key factor that shapes the air traffic 
volume in 2030. Specifically, emerging economies’ Available Seat-Kilometers (ASKs), i.e. offered capacity, 
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grew through the economic crisis in 2007 constantly by 55% in last 5 years. However, advanced economies’ 
AKSs only grew by 4% and have a saturated fashion ever since. This trend can be observed in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 17 Emerging economies are driving future growth [Airbus13] 

Emerging economies are driving future of growth in the next 20 and 40 years. Emerging economies have 
39% of the world passenger trips and of the world fleet-in-service today. These rates are projected to 
increase to 54% and 51%, respectively, in the next 20 years. One of the main reasons for this increase is 
the increase in the GDP ratio from 28% today to 40% in the next 20 years. These ratios can be seen in 
Figure 17.  

 

Figure 18 Air transport growth is highest in expanding regions [Airbus13] 

Air transport growth is also highest in emerging economies. In the next 20 years, emerging economies are 
expected to increase their revenue passenger kilometers (RPKs) by 6% every year. However, since 
advanced economies are saturated in some growth aspects, their RPKs will increase by 4% every year, i.e. 
while emerging economies’ RPKs will grow threefold, advanced economies’ RPKs will increase by twofold in 
next 20 years as shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 19 Emerging economies grew strongly through the crisis [Airbus13] 

In 2012, the busiest type of origin-destination pair flows were domestic flights from the US. That was 
followed by Intra Western Europe and domestic flights from PRC. In the next 20 years, PRC will grow by 7% 
every year and will be approx. fourfold busier than 2012 and also PRC will become the busiest OD pair in the 
world. There are other emerging OD pairs such as domestic India, Asia, to Middle East, and domestic Brazil. 

Advanced regions such as the US and Western Europe will grow much slower as seen in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 O/D Pairs in 2030s [Airbus13] 

Change in the busiest OD pairs, and RKPs caused a shift in the center of gravity as shown in Figure 21. In 
1971, the geographic center of gravity was located in the middle of Western Europe and the US (somewhere 
nearer to the US) and it started to shift from the US to Western Europe. Until recently, the airline industry 
accepted Europe as the geographical center of gravity. In 2021, the center of gravity is expected to move to 
new mega regions such as the Middle East and Eastern Europe. Cities in these regions such as Istanbul, Abu 
Dhabi, and Dubai will play a key role as the new centers of attraction. 
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Figure 21 Change in the center of gravity from 1971 to 2031 [THY14] 

3.2 Air Transportation in 2050s – the European Outlook 

In “Task 7. European Air Traffic in 2050” report [STATFORT7], EURONTROL foresees four different paths for 
the European air traffic flow in 2050 associated with four different growth scenarios which are first defined 
in [STATFORT4]; A – Global Growth; C – Regulated Growth; C’: Happy Localism; and, D – Fragmenting 
World.  

According to the definitions given in [STATFORT7], these scenarios can be summarized as follows;  

In Scenario A, Europe host a strong economy, which is motivated by high global GDP. Europe utilizes many 
technological and political improvements including biofuels and CO2 emission trading. In aviation market, 
Europe exhibits the highest growth with 270% extension and 2.6 million IFR movements. North Africa and 
Asia dominate European flights with major growth in ESRA East and ESRA Mediterranean regions while the 
percentage of internal European flights shows a decreasing trend. 

In Scenario C, Europe exhibits a moderate level of growth in economy, which is very similar to the existing 
trends today. Europe still depends on the external supply of energy without fully addressing climate change 
and emission neutralizations. Traffic is foreseen to grow twofold by 2050 and major traffic flow growth 

occurs in –to/from outside of Europe flights.  

Scenario C’, similar to Scenario C, exhibits a stable growth in economy with unseen borders around Europe – 
which is called “Happy Localism”. Major traffic flow is dominated from –to ‘other Europe’ movements. 

In Scenario D, the economy shows the slowest growth with increased global tensions. Low political 
adaptability results in higher operating costs of airlines and Europeans avoid leisure flights. Internal flight 
movements exhibit a significant decrease by 2050. Yet, the highest regional flow development will be seen 
in the ESRA East and ESRA Mediterranean regions with –to/from Asia/Pacific flights. 

Following Figure (Figure 22) given in [STATFORT7] gives a big picture about all the scenarios; 
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Figure 22 The four growth paths for 2050 Europe [STATFORT7] 

 

Across the all scenarios, it is evident that the major demand growth will come from international in and out 
flow. The global growth trend will steer the European internal traffic flow. It is expected that significant 
internal flow (in and out) growth will most likely come from ESRA East and ESRA Mediterranean regions, and 
international flow (in and out) growth will come from North Africa and Asia regions. The following table 
shows a summary of the forecasts of the different scenarios (Figure 23). 

 

Table 2 IFR movements and growth rates in ESRA08 according to growth scenarios 

 IFR 

Movements 
(million) 

Growth 2050/2012 

2012 2050 Average 

Annual % 
Growth 

Total % 

Growth 

Sc. A – Global Growth 9.5 26.1 2.7% 270% 

Sc. C – Regulated 9.5 18.6 1.8% 200% 
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Growth 

Sc. C’ – Happy Localism 9.5 17.7 1.6% 190% 

Sc. D – Fragmenting 
World 

9.5 10.5 0.3% 110% 

 

In all scenarios, airport capacities will mainly limit IFR movements and, new policies, business plans, and 
investments will drive this growth. An increase of larger aircraft usage, building new hub and alternative 
local airports, improvements in runway and TMA capacities, and precise (4D+alternatives) schedule planning 
(as most of defined by SESAR) will primarily determine the path of the growth. 

 

 

Figure 23 STATFOR Region definitions [STATFORT4] 

 

The current traffic is mostly dominated by internal flights in the ESRA08 region. According to Task 7. Report 
[STATFORT7], in all growth scenarios, this percentage is foreseen to decrease. International 

arrival/departures and overflights will become an increasing proportion of total IFR movements. The 
following table summarizes the internal and arrival/departure growth percentage (2050/2012) for the 
European regions associated with growth scenarios. 
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Table 3 Regional internal and arrival/departure growth percentages according to different growth 
scenarios 

 Sc. A Sc. C Sc. C’ Sc. D 

ESRA North West Internal 152.9% 131.2% 121.7% 79.4% 

In/Out 314.4% 223.1% 212.3% 118.8% 

ESRA 
Mediterranean 

Internal 195.3% 146.8% 141.6% 86.1% 

In/Out 329.6% 226.3% 215.5% 127.5% 

ESRA East Internal 461.7% 280.8% 295.3% 154.2% 

In/Out 550.9% 342.1% 342.4% 173.7% 

 

The following tables give details about the regional flow estimations given in [STATFORT7] to each other 
with their number of IFR movements and the growth percentages for all the growth scenarios; 

 

Table 4 A detailed regional flow and growth estimation in 2050 for Scenario A – Left; top 10 flows, Right – 
Top 10 growth 

Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 
% 

Growth 
Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 

% 

Growth 

ESRA NW  ESRA NW  3,581 5,475 152.9% ESRA East  North-Africa  18 329 1,827.8% 

ESRA Med  ESRA NW  1,654 4,088 247.2% ESRA East  Asia/Pacific  8 139 1,737.5% 

ESRA Med  ESRA Med  1,350 2,637 195.3% ESRA East  Other Europe  108 1,041 963.9% 

ESRA East  ESRA NW  520 2,231 429.0% ESRA Med  North-Africa  82 738 900.0% 
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Table 5 A detailed regional flow and growth estimation in 2050 for Scenario C – Left; top 10 flows, Right; 
Top 10 growth 

 

Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 
% 

Growth 
Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 

% 

Growth 

ESRA NW  ESRA NW  3,581 4,697 131.2% ESRA East  Asia/Pacific  8 84 1,050.0% 

ESRA Med  ESRA NW  1,654 3,032 183.3% ESRA East  North-Africa  18 116 644.4% 

ESRA NW  North Africa  207 1,305 630.4% ESRA NW  North Africa  207 1,305 630.4% 

ESRA East  Other Europe  108 1,041 963.9% ESRA Med  Other Europe  144 796 552.8% 

ESRA East  ESRA East  214 988 461.7% ESRA Med  
Southern 

Africa  
26 137 526.9% 

ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 959 494.3% ESRA East  North Atlantic  4 21 525.0% 

ESRA NW  Other Europe  255 905 354.9% ESRA Med  South-Atlantic  31 156 503.2% 

ESRA Med  Other Europe  144 796 552.8% ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 959 494.3% 
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ESRA Med  ESRA Med  1,350 1,982 146.8% ESRA East  Other Europe  108 624 577.8% 

ESRA East  ESRA NW  520 1,448 278.5% ESRA Med  Other Europe  144 544 377.8% 

ESRA NW  Other Europe  255 716 280.8% ESRA Med  
Southern 

Africa  
26 98 376.9% 

ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 653 336.6% ESRA Med  Asia/Pacific  44 161 365.9% 

ESRA NW  North Africa  207 652 315.0% ESRA Med  North-Africa  82 299 364.6% 

ESRA East  Other Europe  108 624 577.8% ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 653 336.6% 

ESRA East  ESRA East  214 601 280.8% ESRA Med  Middle-East  117 381 325.6% 

ESRA NW  Asia/Pacific  172 557 323.8% ESRA NW  Asia/Pacific  172 557 323.8% 

 

 

Table 6 A detailed regional flow and growth estimation in 2050 for Scenario C’ – Left; top 10 flows, Right; 
Top 10 growth 

 

Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 
% 

Growth 
Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 

% 

Growth 

ESRA NW  ESRA NW  3,581 4,358 121.7% ESRA East  Asia/Pacific  8 65 812.5% 
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ESRA Med  ESRA NW  1,654 2,869 173.5% ESRA East  Other Europe  108 632 585.2% 

ESRA Med  ESRA Med  1,350 1,912 141.6% ESRA East  North-Africa  18 96 533.3% 

ESRA East  ESRA NW  520 1,450 278.8% ESRA Med  Other Europe  144 565 392.4% 

ESRA NW  Other Europe  255 705 276.5% ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 695 358.2% 

ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 695 358.2% ESRA Med  Asia/Pacific  44 144 327.3% 

ESRA East  ESRA East  214 632 295.3% ESRA Med  
Southern 

Africa  
26 85 326.9% 

ESRA East  Other Europe  108 632 585.2% ESRA Med  North-Africa  82 258 314.6% 

ESRA NW  North Africa  207 600 289.9% ESRA NW  Asia/Pacific  172 521 302.9% 

ESRA Med  Other Europe  144 565 392.4% ESRA East  ESRA East  214 632 295.3% 
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Table 7 A detailed regional flow and growth estimation in 2050 for Scenario D – Left; top 10 flows, Right; 
Top 10 growth 

 

Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 
% 

Growth 
Region 1  Region 2  2012 2050 

% 

Growth 

ESRA NW  ESRA NW  3,581 2,843 79.4% ESRA East  Asia/Pacific  8 36 450.0% 

ESRA Med  ESRA NW  1,654 1,599 96.7% ESRA Med  Asia/Pacific  44 126 286.4% 

ESRA Med  ESRA Med  1,350 1,163 86.1% ESRA East  Other Europe  108 308 285.2% 

ESRA East  ESRA NW  520 719 138.3% ESRA East  North-Africa  18 49 272.2% 

ESRA NW  Other Europe  255 390 152.9% ESRA Med  
Southern 

Africa  
26 64 246.2% 

ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 372 191.8% ESRA Med  North-Africa  82 176 214.6% 

ESRA NW  North Africa  207 346 167.1% ESRA East  ESRA Med  194 372 191.8% 

ESRA East  ESRA East  214 330 154.2% ESRA NW  Asia/Pacific  172 327 190.1% 

ESRA NW  Asia/Pacific  172 327 190.1% ESRA NW  South Africa  69 131 189.9% 

ESRA East  Other Europe  108 308 285.2% ESRA Med  Middle-East  117 220 188.0% 
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The following tables demonstrate current and estimated market share of the top ten flows in 2050 
associated with growth scenarios; 
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Table 8 Current and estimated market share for top ten flows in 2050 – Left; for Sc. A, Right; for Sc. C 
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Table 9 Current and estimated market share for top ten flows in 2050 – Left; for Sc. C’, Right; for Sc. D 

 

The report [STATFORT7] also considers the absence of airport capacity, which creates an additional 
boundary in the traffic flow growth. Therefore, a difference in estimation between the constrained and 
unconstrained demand, which is called “unaccommodated demand” occurs. For example, the highest 
unaccommodated demand comes up with Scenario A as it is 36% by 2050. 
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The following table gives details about the unaccommodated percent demand according to the regions and 
growth scenarios. 

Table 10 Unaccommodated demand estimation according to regions and scenarios 

 ESRA NW % 
Unaccom. in 
2050 

ESRA East % 
Unaccom. in 
2050 

ESRA Med % 
Unaccom. in 
2050 

Sc. A – Global Growth 31% 29% 49% 

Sc. C – Regulated 
Growth 

12% 12% 32% 

Sc. C’ – Happy Localism 8% 10% 28% 

Sc. D – Fragmenting 
World 

1% 3% 11% 

 

In this sense, it is apparent that there needs to be a capacity increase especially in the ESRA Med region to 
meet that demand. New airport development in Istanbul with an expected annual capacity of 150 million 
passengers is nearing meeting that unmet projected demand. Note that the results from this subsection are 
utilized for future traffic projections for the test cases developed in Deliverable 5.1. 

In the next section, based on the above projections and conclusions for Europe, we provide the current and 
future bottlenecks against efficient Air Transportation and provide design solution (methods, operations, 
infrastructure and equipment) toward efficient ATM in 2050.   
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4 Toward Efficient ATM in 2050 

It has been a global goal of the US and Europe [EU11, Dest25] to transform the current ATM system into an 
efficient system that will actuate swiftly and seamlessly around globe with cost effective transport chains and 
reliability and resilience in a global network. This is to be achieved without negative effects on the 
environment while using minimal infrastructures. The SES performance driven approach focuses on the four 
Key Performance Areas (KPAs): environment, cost, efficiency, safety and capacity. For example, the SESAR 
project aims to increase the airspace capacity by 200% and the airport runway capacity by 20% with 

respect to the 2005 baseline. [SESAR12]. 

These visions also note that in 2050 all the flights will take off and land on time with minimal delay. The 
negative impact on the environment will be almost zero and the cost will be contained for both operators 
and passengers. Manned and unmanned flights will also each achieve safe flights. Rising demands for lower 
travel costs, better service quality, high safety and environmental standards and an air transport system, 
which are seamlessly integrated with other transport networks, should be satisfied by the aeronautics 
industry.  

In that sense, improving aviation efficiency has become an environmental and business necessity, no longer 
an option. Air traffic management plays a crucial role as fuel now accounts for over one third of the 
operational costs [ATAG12] for the world’s airlines and the aeronautics industry studies to find new concepts 
and ways to reduce its carbon emissions. New methods and techniques in air traffic management are also 
allowing for less of a noise impact on the communities around airports through the fact that new aircraft are 
becoming ever quieter than their predecessors.  

Flight efficiency is a generic term that can have different definitions and refer to assorted concepts. Each 
stakeholder involved in air traffic management has its own viewpoint of flight efficiency. From all the 
perspectives, flight efficiency always comprises trade-offs such as safety vs. capacity, ground vs. airborne 
delay, noise vs. emission, fuel cost vs. time cost. In general, the efficiency on an individual flight basis can 
be pointed out by comparing the actual trajectory to an optimal trajectory, where each flight is assumed to 
be the only flight in the system [BoeingCANSO12]. Many different factors such as dynamic route 
optimization, accurate flight plans, optimal use of redispatch, and dynamic airborne replanning affects the 
optimal overall performance.  

The aviation industry is under pressure to reduce carbon use, mainly because up to 40% of their costs is 
buying fuel, even though aviation fuel is untaxed [GChange w]. It is a vital fact that a reduction of a few 
miles in flight length by using more direct routes can result in significant savings on a yearly level. According 

to the EUROCONTROL Performance Review Commission, the cost to airlines of one additional mile flown is 
between 4-16 euros while IATA claims an average value of $12 per additional mile [IATA04]. 
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Figure 24 Interdependencies and recoverable efficiency [CANSO08] 

According to the CANSO report, the global ATM system is already between 92% and 94% fuel efficient but 
100% ATM fuel efficiency is not achievable as some inefficiency is unrecoverable due to necessary operating 
constraints and interdependencies, such as safety, capacity, weather, noise and fragmentation of the 
airspace (see Figure 24) [CANSO08]. In Figure 24, x axis is generic in terms of years, it represents the 
necessary progression of years and the fact that airspace efficiency increases as the effect of necessary 
operating constraints and interdependencies is recovered in time. 

The next 40 years show that one of the most important changes in ATM will be the integration of unmanned 
aircrafts to the airspace, operations, and airports of manned aircraft. Aside from collision avoidance systems, 
surveillance broadcast and communication systems, the most challenging and open subjects for the flight of 
unmanned aircraft in tandem with manned aircraft are air traffic control and ground operations. As the 
human element in unmanned aircrafts are remote, and the connection between human element and 
unmanned aircrafts are established by visual and data communication apparatus, in which there is a 
possibility of connection loss, unmanned flight is especially stringent in terms of flight safety. Hence, it can 
reduce throughput capacity [CAASD12]. 
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Figure 25 US and European ARTCCs [Hansman14] 

Following the 2050 projection of European Air Transportation (as given in Section 3.2), forecasts for air 

traffic, flow and capacity for Europe shows that, air transportation of Europe in 2050 will be similar to the air 
transportation of the present US (Figure 25). 

With this insight, in this section we first provide the efficiency of ATM from some of the stakeholders’ 
perspectives. It is apparent that there does not appear to be a global optimal but rather a set of Pareto 
optimal operating points from which a change will result in a decrease in efficiency in one of the 
stakeholders while increasing the other(s). From the forefront of the Pareto optimal curve, whose efficiency 

will become more dominant, is a source of continuous power struggle (even today) across the stakeholders. 

Later in the section, we provide current and future bottlenecks against efficient ATM. This ties into the list of 
new methods and operations for efficient ATM, and the new infrastructures and equipment for efficient ATM. 
Basically this list serves as the design elements associated with the new future ATM concept. 

At the end, we provide the future of stakeholders within the efficient concept of ATM in 2050 and, lastly, we 
provide a short case for the Resilience2050.eu project via “From efficiency toward resilience – the case for a 
balanced concept”. 

 

4.1 Efficiency of ATM from some of the stakeholders’ perspectives 

4.1.1 Airlines 

Before defining the efficiency definition for airlines, we need to clarify the airlines’ way of thinking, 
objectives, and goals by specifying their planning process. This process can be explained with six stages: 
fleet planning, route evaluation, schedule development, pricing, revenue management, and operations 
control. 

Fleet planning is long-term strategic decision and the largest capital investment for an airline and affects the 
financial position, operating costs, and ability to serve specific routes. The route evaluation process includes 
the determination of routes to be flown and the evaluation approach at a disaggregate level with the route 
planning decision factors such as the availability of aircraft with an adequate range and capacity, operational 
constraints, aircraft/crew rotation issues, regulations, and limited airport slots. Schedule development 
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involves several interrelated decisions; frequency planning, timetable development, fleet assignment, and 
aircraft rotation planning. Pricing decisions comprise methods such as differential pricing and pricing decision 
support systems. In revenue management, seat inventory control is used to maximize revenue by filling 
each seat with the highest possible revenue. Computerized revenue management systems based on demand 
forecasting and revenue optimization are another method [Belobaba14]. 

Airlines’ network schedules are operated to adapt to passenger demand. However, because of congestion, a 
lack of ground infrastructure, lack of flexibility on the part of the flight planning system or lack of fully 
integrated situational knowledge may cause unavailable optimal routes or altitudes [BoeingCANSO12]. 

The efficiency of airlines is driven by profit and future market dominance and can be defined to modernize 
the fleet with new aircraft incorporating the latest available technology, maximize the passenger number per 
flight, and meet the demands with reduced costs such as fuel, maintenance, airport charges, and marketing 
with high operational performance. 

4.1.2 Airports 

Declared airport schedule capacity is one of the most crucial parameters of an airport. There are different 
ways to find out the airport declared capacity but all of the approaches usually consider the following 
parameters; 

 Runway capacity under different weather conditions 

 Terminal ATC capacity 
 Apron and taxiways 
 Traffic congestion 
 Passenger terminals and gates 
 Environmental and political restrictions 
 Service quality parameters. 

Runway capacity is a critical factor because there is high value in finding the right runway capacity and thus 
in maximizing the use of scarce capacity at congested airports [ECTL05]. In addition to this, the location and 
configuration of runways and taxiways has an important role in ATM efficiency and the environmental 
impact, especially community noise. It also requires long-term strategic planning to actuate runway and 
taxiway efficiency improvements [BoeingCANSO12]. 

In current ATM, a number of European airports are already operating at or close to their operational limits 
but the environment requires more efficient operations from the current infrastructure. Expanding airports is 
a long-term solution that is increasingly rejected by the governments and local community [SESJU12]. Since 
there are limited possibilities to extend physical resources at airports, better predictability and stability in 
planning the day of operations is needed, combined with the optimized use of existing resources to delay the 
need for financial investments in addition to physical airport resources or where political and environmental 
constraints prevent airport expansion. 

Efficiency from the airport perspective is driven by maximizing throughput and future market dominance and 
can be defined as increasing productivity by maximizing slot utilization for airlines and minimizing the 
security check time at any stage increases the flight volume, airlines and served per unit time while reducing 
operational complexity and cost and, therefore, reducing energy and labor consumption.  

4.1.3  Air Navigation Service Providers 

Primitive functions of ANSPs can be specified as flight planning services, traffic flow management, aircraft 
separation assurance, communication – navigation and surveillance services for civilian and military aircraft. 
IN addition, the strategic objectives of ANSP can be defined as; 

 Accommodating traffic growth 
 Provide capacity at the agreed ATFM delay levels to meet customer demand 
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 Provide ATS in the most cost effective manner 
 Improve the quality of service and raise the level of customer and stakeholder satisfaction 
 Reduce the environmental impact of ANSP operations 
 Become a designated ANSP in the region [ECTL08] 

Considering these objectives, the ANSP vision is to provide safe, impartial, customer oriented, cost effective 
Air Traffic services in the airspace of the states that they are serving as well as the validation of innovative 
ATM operational solutions. 

In current ATM, each nation provides air traffic services for its own territory and this has served the aviation 
industry well for long time. Considering the fact that the importance of air transport continues to grow, this 
system which has ensured a reliable and safe service to airspace users will struggle to cope with the 
increase in traffic and flexibility required by future air transport.  

Efficiency from the air navigation service perspective can be defined as maximizing throughput while 
reducing operating and support staff and infrastructure costs, reduce the workload for ANSP employees, 
reduce errors between the actual and planned flight trajectories and increase predictability. There are some 
concerns about ensuring more efficient air navigation services in future ATM. According to ATM Master Plan, 
from the ANSP point of view, the most critical concerns are; 

 Limits of the performance 
 Incapability of governance structure to ensure successful deployment 

 The fact that the regulatory and standardization needs may be unable to support the efficiency plan 

4.1.4 Aeronautics Industry 

The aeronautics industry is considered as a technology driver that leads to spin-offs of advanced technology 
products. In Section 2, we have provided technology trends that were focused on how to make aircrafts that 
could fly at higher altitudes with much more speed and range. In recent years, affordability, safety, 

quietness, and cleanness have structured the imperatives that are driven by the need for combining cost 
effectiveness with safety and environmental objectives for a vision of the future for air transport [Aeron20]. 
New universal equipment in the coordination with all stakeholders should be supplied by manufacturers. 
Manufacturers should also reduce the risk of incompatibility with what is developed on board the aircraft.  

According to SESAR Joint Undertaking, the modernization of the European air traffic management system 
will be ensured by coordinating and concentrating all the relevant research and development efforts in the 
Community. Partnership, sustainability, and user-drive are key concepts of the SESAR JU approach. Even 
though some of them are partnership companies, they are also competitors that work together. Therefore, 
how can we ensure that even if they are competitors that they can work together in order to achieve certain 
objectives of the program?  

Future ATM also needs to take into account the need to ensure worldwide electronic interoperability, without 
increasing the cost of the system to users, and the necessity to require all air vehicles to be equipped to the 
same standards as commercial aviation aircraft in order to enhance safety. 

By considering these facts, efficiency for the aeronautics industry can be defined as making aircrafts that 
could fly higher, faster, and further; also cleaner, affordable, and quiet with maximum profit per aircraft, 
solidified current and projected market share and provide research and development to ensure technological 
compatibility between stakeholders, especially ANSP. 

In the next two sections, we provide an extensive list of the current and future bottlenecks toward efficient 

ATM in 2050, and we provide new methods/operations and new infrastructure/equipment to tackle these 

bottlenecks. The lists are summarized under a table that gives 

 Bottlenecks, 
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 Effect of Bottleneck/Extend of Impact, (Effect is measured as local, regional, or continental. Extent 
of the impact is measured as low, medium, and extensive) 

 Effect on which stakeholder, 
 New Methods and Operation to improve that bottleneck, 
 Effect of New Methods/Extent of Impact, (Effect is measured as local, regional, or continental. 

Extent of the impact is measured as low, medium, and extensive) 
 Difficulty of the New Methods from the Economical/Political Sense, (Difficulty in both senses are 

measured as low, medium, and high) 
 New Infrastructures and equipment to improve that bottleneck,  
 Effect of New Infrastructures/Extend of Impact (Effect is measured as local, regional, or continental. 

Extent of the impact is measured as low, medium, and extensive), and 
 Difficulty of the New Infrastructures from the Economical/Political Sense. (Difficulty in both senses 

are measured as low, medium, and high) 

4.2 Current and future bottlenecks against efficient ATM 

 Saturated airports: Airports are the nodes of the air traffic world and as a consequence they are 
facing the highest traffic density of the entire network. Saturated airports are defined as demand 
higher than the supply operation. If an airport is saturated, it will become a bottleneck delaying 
inbound and outbound flights. Flights will have to wait on the ground blocking airport resources or 
fly holding patterns in the air increasing fuel burn and thus emissions. As a result, resources will be 
wasted and passengers will arrive late at their destination – an unsatisfactory situation for all the 
parties involved.  

 ATM capacity restrictions: Because of the capacity limitations at the airspace, aircraft may wait 
on the ground, deviate en route, or even do an airborne hold procedure. When traffic demand 
approaches the available capacity, congestion occurs. This congestion decreases efficiency 
[BoeingCANSO12]. 

 High workload of the ANSPs: One of the barriers against efficient air flow is the high workload of 
ANSPs. They can handle only a limited number of aircraft in a specified sector at any given time. For 
more efficient air flow, the workload of ANSPs must be decreased (or augmented with 
automation/decision-support systems). 

 Low situation awareness of pilots: The knowledge of events and phenomena in the 
surroundings is called situation awareness [skybrary.aero]. For a pilot, this means knowing about 
the status of his/her own aircraft, weather conditions, weather phenomenon, status of the 
surrounding aircraft, restricted airspace, and the situation of the arrival airport. If a pilot has low 
situation awareness, it may cause a delay or even a crash. 

 Inefficient longer routes: Due to the increased pockets of restricted airspace, aircraft fly longer 
routes [Rev. ATM, p9]. Because of longer routes, more fuel is consumed.  

 Inefficient data sharing: Data exchange is made between two agents that are independent from 
other agents in the current ATM system. This situation creates complicated and inefficient data 
sharing and some agents do not know some information.   

 Limitations of equipment on the aircraft: Current flight equipment (engines, etc.) and their 
technology level are not sufficient enough to meet high efficient flight operations. This makes the 

development of next generation flight equipment a necessity.  
 Manufacturing/Supply Chain limitations for new aircraft and ATM equipment: Current 

aviation system relies on a series of production queues and logistics chains for spares, maintenance 
and overhaul. Delays in procurement are a direct bottleneck in the ATM system. New manufacturing 
and logistics methodologies are required in order to minimize the impact of this bottleneck. 

 Market Maturity: In order to maintain an efficient ATM, airlines should operate efficiently while 
keeping themselves in the market. This leads to the question of whether the global market is 
mature. For example, a review of the data on the GDP and passenger traffic suggests that most 
European markets are not mature yet, and that there is at least another 10% growth for Europe just 
in catch-up by four major Eastern European countries. [ECTL12] 

 Agreements between governments: Traffic tends to jump when restrictions are removed, as 
has been seen between Europe and India or China, for example. [ECTL12] 
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 Peak oil (Figure 26): High oil prices are driving an increase in the oil supply, throwing more fuel 
into the fire of the peak oil debate [ECTL12] 

 

Figure 26 Crude oil and fuel prices [ECTL12] 

 Regulation and taxes: Regulation and taxes are both influential in determining the rate of 
traffic growth and is expected to remain an important feature of the air transport market for the 
foreseeable future. 
 

 Integration of UAVs into manned airspace: The future for the next 40 years shows that the 
most important change at ATM will be the integration of unmanned aircrafts to the airspace, 
operations, and airports of manned aircraft. Aside from collision systems, surveillance broadcast 
and communication systems, the most challenging and open subjects for the flight of unmanned 
aircraft in tandem with manned aircraft are air traffic control and ground operations. As the 

human element in unmanned aircrafts are remote, and the connection between the human 
element and unmanned aircrafts are established by visual and data communication apparatus, in 
which there is a possibility of connection loss, unmanned flight is especially stringent in terms of 
flight safety. Hence, it can reduce the throughput capacity. 

 



Bottlenecks Effect of 
Bottleneck/ 
Extent of 
Impact 

Effect on 
which 

stakeholder 

New Methods and 
Operations to improve 

the bottleneck 

Effect of 
New 

Methods 
/Extent of 

Impact 

Difficulty of 
New Methods 

from the 
Economical/ 

Political 
Sense 

New Infrastructures and equipment 
to improve the bottleneck 

Effect of New 
Infrastructures 

/Extent of Impact 

Difficulty of New 
Infrastructures 

from the 
Economical/ 

Political Sense 

Saturated 
Airport 

Regional/Exte
nsive 

Ground, 
Approach, 

Airline, Society 

--Integrated mega 
airports connected to 
local airports with high 
speed train and other 
connection means 

--Improved terminal 
airspace design 

 

 

--Improved airports 
runway and airside 
design 

 

Regional/Ex
tensive 

 

 
Local/Exten
sive 

 

 

 

 

 

Regional/Ex
tensive 

High/High 

 

 

High / 
Medium 

 

 

 

 

 

High / 
Medium 

-- Autonomous renewably powered 
taxiing carriage 

-- Automatic baggage drop-off 
systems 

-- Barrierless entrance, Biometric 
identification equipment 

 

-- Barrierless entrance, THz and 
GHz radars 

 

-- personal information devices 

-- fixed electrical powered ground 
movement tracks for aircraft 

Local/Medium 

                 
Local/Medium 

 

Local/Medium 

 

 

Local/Medium 

 

 

 

        
Local/Limited 

Local/Medium 

Medium / Low 

              
Medium / Low 

 

Medium / Low 

 

 

Medium / Low 

 

 

 

                   
Low / Low 

High/ Low 

ATM capacity 
restriction 

Regional/Exte
nsive 

Ground, 
Approach, En 
route, Airline, 

-- Restructure airspace 
and express air 

Regional-
Continental 

High / High 

         

-- Capacity planning tools Regional / 
Medium 

Medium / Low 
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Society highways 

-- 4D trajectory 

 

-- SWIM 

 

-- Dynamic airspace 

management 

-- En-route sequencing 

-- Reduced separation 

minima 

 

/Extensive 

 

 

 

Regional 
/Extensive 

 

 

Local/Exten
sive 

Medium / 
Low 

 

 

Medium / 
Medium 

                
High / High                            

              
Low/ Low 

Low/ Medium 

 

        

                                                   

-- Enhanced monitoring aid  

 

 

-- Holographic interface and 
computers 

 

 

 

 

 

        
Local/Medium 

 

 

Local/Medium 

 

 

               

 

 

Medium / Low 

 

 

Medium/ Low 

 

High workload 
of ANSPs  

Regional/Exte
nsive 

Ground, 
Approach, En 
route, Airline 

-- Restructure airspace 

-- 4D trajectory 

-- Dynamic airspace 
management 

 

Regional 
/Extensive 

 

High / High 

Medium / 
Low 

High / High 

 

--Automation tools for controller 
decision process for separation 
assurance 

 

Local/Medium 

 

 

Medium / Low 
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-- High degree of 
automation  

 

Local/Exten
sive 

 

Medium / 
Medium  

 

-- Enhanced monitoring aid  

 

 

Local/Medium 

 

 

Medium / Low 

 

Low situation 
awareness of 

pilots  

Continental/M
edium 

Approach, En 
route, Airline, 

Pilot 

-- SWIM  

Regional 
/Extensive 

 

 

Medium / 
Medium 

 

-- New avionic tools 

 head up display,  
 decision-support and 

automation tools  
 synthetic vision and  
 4D operational display 

 

   

 

Continental 
/Medium 

 

 

High/ Low 

 

Inefficient 
longer routes  

Continental/ 
Extensive 

En route, 
Airline 

-- Restructure airspace 

 

Regional 
/Extensive 

High / High - - - 

Inefficient 
surveillance 

Continental/ 
Extensive 

ANSPs, 
Airport, Pilot  

-- SWIM Regional 
/Extensive 

 

Medium / 
Medium 

 

--ADS-B 

 

 

Continental 
/Medium 

 

High/ Medium 

 

Inefficient data 
links and 

Continental/ ANSPs, -- SWIM Regional Medium / --Data Clouds Services Continental High 
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sharing Extensive Airport, 

Pilot 

/Extensive 

 

Medium 

 

--New Air to Air and Air to ground 
data links 

Local/Medium Medium / Low 

 

Limitations of 
equipment on 
the aircraft 

Continental/M
edium 

Airline - - - -- New advanced electrical systems 

 Continuously monitor its 
own state of health 

  Anticipating any need for 
maintenance  

 Auto-scheduling 
 

-- Next generation engines 

 

Continental 
/Medium 

 

 

 

 

Continental / 
Extensive 

High/ Low 

 

 

 

                   

 

 High/ Low 

 

Manufacturing/
Supply Chain 
limitations for 
new aircraft 

and ATM 
equipment 

Continental/M
edium 

Aircraft 
Manufacturers 

- - - --  Reconfigurable factories 

-- 3D printers and assembly units  

-- Advanced robotics 

Regional /Medium 

Local/Limited 

Local /Medium 

High/ Medium 

Low/ Low 

High/ Medium 



4.3 New methods and operations for efficient ATM 

 Restructure airspace as a function of air traffic flows: National borders are the main 
constraint of efficient airspace; the workload in the flight deck and control room quickly increases in 

the transition on the national boundary and work efficiency of different national zones is not higher 
than a single airspace [ATAG12]. Aircrafts fly longer routes because of fragmented airspace; this 
situation leads to delays, capacity restrictions, complex flow management and increased costs for 
airlines [ATAG12]. Because of these reasons, airspace must be restructured relative to the air traffic 
flow, and national borders must be eliminated in Europe. In addition, around major hubs and across 
major hubs, express air ways will be structured for direct routes and connectivity between hubs.  
 

 Improved terminal airspace design 
o Continuous descent approach (Figure 27): CDA correspond to an optimum vertical 

profile that is a continuously descending path with avoiding the level flight segments and, 
therefore, aircraft noise, atmospheric emission, fuel burn and operational costs are reduced 
with this method. [ECTLCDA] 
 

 

Figure 27 Conceptual Design of CDA [ECTLCDA] 

o Airport CDM (Figure 28): Airport CDM requires sharing highly accurate data that is related 
to the phases of flights. This data is transmitted to all airports and the flow management 

network via the CFMU [IEC08]. So that Airport CDM leads to improved predictability, 
improved on-time performance, reduced ground movement costs, enhanced use of stands, 
gates and terminals, optimized use of the airport infrastructure, reduced slot wastage and 
reduced apron and taxiway congestion. 

 

Figure 28 Airport CDM [ECTLCDM w] 
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 Improved airports/Airport networks: The difference between the declared peak arrival capacity 
and actual arrival capacity must be minimized during bad weather conditions [ECTL05]. Accurate 
data and performance indicators are necessary to supply the balance between ATFM departure 
delays and TMA holding [ECTL05]. These problems can be solved by improved airports that have 
robust high-speed data links, increased apron capacity, multiple runways and expanded terminal 
areas, and larger airports and local airport networks interconnected with other means of 
transportation like high speed train, high speed road transport is another concept for solution. 
Based on the mega aviation hub projections for 2030 (Section 3.2) and its projections to 2050, there 
is a clear need to build mega hubs that can be used for the transportation of a large volume of 
passengers that connect to this hub through a local network of nearby airports that are 
interconnected to mega hubs via high speed transportation (rail, single lane restricted bus service, 
waterway service). 

 Moving from airspace toward 4D trajectory based operations (Figure 29): The 4D trajectory 
represents 3D aircraft trajectory with the time index. Aircraft must follow the trajectory at a defined 
time with this concept, this way aircraft can reach its destination airport accurately [SKYBRARY1 w]. 
In a large-scale high fidelity simulation study, NASA researchers examined the potential capacity 
gains by mixed IFR and self-separating aircraft. Therefore, to achieve a large increase in capacity 
while also giving pilots increased freedom to optimize their flight trajectories requires a fundamental 
change in the way air traffic is controlled. [Erberger04]. 
 

 

Figure 29 4D Trajectory Management [EUREP w] 

 Moving toward a network centric approach, underpinned by a SWIM (Figure 30): SWIM is 
related to change in how information is managed [SESJU12]. It consists of two parts: a centralized 
flight data processing system like a server and a connection of individual flight data processing 

systems into a wide array network [SKYBRARY2 w]. An information system will thereby become 
more robust and reliable. 
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Figure 30 Transition to SWIM [EUREP w] 

 
 Dynamic airspace management, facilitated by a central network, to enhance 

coordination between aviation authorities (Figure 31): Current structured and static airspace 
configurations are a tremendous constraint against efficient flow management. It can be solved with 
a paradigm shift from the current management system to dynamic airspace management that 
adapts to user demand with the changing constraints of weather, traffic congestion, and complexity 
[Kopardekar07]. 

 

 

Figure 31 Dynamic AM [MLIT w] 

 

 High degree of automation with the central role of human: The major current barrier to the 
airspace capacity is the controller workload generated from two sources; a) routine task load based 
on coordination, routine verbal communication and data management, b) tactical task load 
associated with conflict detection, situation monitoring and conflict resolution [SESAR Conops]. 
Therefore, the future ATM operations will require enhanced and high-level automation support for 
routine decision-making procedures and, moreover, the integration of the air-to-ground data-links 
will turn separation management tasks into a function of the some variables such as aircraft 
performance, environmental conditions, and airspace capabilities [ITUCAL14]. 

 
 En-route sequencing: At present, there is almost no en-route sequencing in Europe. It is called 

either Miles in Trail or Times in trail and used in the US. Miles in Trail defines the required miles 
between two consecutive aircraft on a given traffic flow [ECTL05]. It is used to organize a steady 
en-route flow and easy transition to arrival flow so that it improves flight efficiency and leads to 
better use of the airport capacity. 
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 Closely spaced approach and take off procedure: Surveillance uncertainty is a constraint for 
determination of separation minima. Despite the improvement in radar technology, separation 
minima have not changed. Reduced separation minima can be used for a more efficient approach 
and take off. Aircrafts are spaced more closely in this method for the improvement of the current 
procedure.  

It is important to note that there are other ideas under analysis (such as Point Merge) and that the ones 
included above are a set of examples to illustrate the ways to enhance capacity. 

4.4 New infrastructure and equipment for efficient ATM – stakeholder based 
description 

 
 Infrastructure and equipment for airports: From the perspective of airports, the efficiency of 

ground handling must be increased. For this purpose, some new infrastructure and equipment are 
necessary. Autonomous renewably powered taxiing carriage and self-tagging and automatic 
baggage drop-off systems can decrease the baggage charge time. Biometric identification 
equipment and terminal covered by THz and or GHz radars that detect any dangerous materials can 
be used for increasing the resiliency of security. Moreover, personal information devices can be used 
for quicker information flow. Furthermore, fixed electrical ground power can be used in order to 

reduce the ground operation costs. In that sense, new airport landside designs including without –
barrier/counter entry and exit (especially with the projection of increase in mean age in Europe), 
and new airport airside designs with improved runway designs and interconnecting ways to quick 
access to gates and luggage transportation is required. 
 

 Infrastructure and equipment Air Navigation Service Providers: The workload of ANSPs 
must be decreased and capacity restrictions must be overcome for efficient flow. A different kind of 
automation tools can be used for this purpose: capacity planning tools, automation tools for 
controller decision process for separation assurance, enhanced monitoring aid, holographic interface, 
and computers.  
 

 Infrastructure and equipment Aircraft Manufacturers: Because of the design of new 
technological aircraft, aircraft manufacturer must use some new infrastructures and equipment such 
as reconfigurable factories, 3D printers and autonomous assembly units, and advanced robotics. 
 

 Infrastructure and equipment for more efficient aircraft: In order to increase the situation 
awareness of pilots, new avionic tools as multi-functional head up display, glass cockpit, synthetic 
vision and 4D operational display and Autofly-aid are required. Moreover, new advanced electrical 
systems continuously monitor its own state of health, anticipating any need for maintenance and 
auto-scheduling supply comfortably operation. Furthermore, the next generation engines are 
demanded that are reliable, quieter, and fuel-efficient and incorporated into the aircraft body. If 

airlines predict the weather situation and phenomenon, they can arrange a better departure time for 
flights. A weather forecast tool is required for this goal. 
In addition, information sharing across all the relevant stakeholders with an increased amount of 
data links and ways of storing/accessing it (through data clouds) will be a key element of future 
efficient ATM.  
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4.5 Future of stakeholders within the light of an efficient concept in 2050 

4.5.1 Future Airports 

Various objectives and requirements must be met by the airport of the far future. The areas of sustainability, 
costs and mobility include most of these requirements. For this reason, each airport may need to focus on at 
least one of these areas to arrange in the far future. The “2050+ Airport” project develops three different 
airport concepts in order to forecast the future airport concepts. The Time-Efficient (TE), Ultra-Green (UG) 
and Cost-Effective (CE) airport concepts are these three airport concepts. They illustrate what the future 
airport will look like when taking one of the areas as the leading objective. [UPM14b] 

o “The time-efficient (TE) airport concept to maximize the value of time through efficient 
and effective air transport operations.  

o The cost-effective (CE) airport concept to create an airport with extremely low operating 
costs and optimal revenues.  

o The ultra-green (UG) airport concept to make the airport self-sufficient regarding its 
energy needs and to support climate neutral operations with limited noise exposure to 
municipalities surrounding the airport.” [UPM14a] 

 

4.5.2 Future ANSPs 

Different projections are made by organizations for the mechanism of the far future on the position of ANSPs 
and pilots. In the FlightPath2050 vision, the Pilot and Controller position are not changed. They remain at 
the center of the system according to the FlightPath2050 vision. However, ACARE envisions free-flight and 
non-controlled airspace for Air Traffic Control in 2050. The ACARE document discusses free flight as a viable 
alternative to full automation. In contrast to ACARE vision, EREA favors a highly or fully automated Air 
Transport System for the far future like pilotless fly. Contrary to these perspectives, HALA presents a 
complete paradigm shift in order to overcome the demand of the future Air Transport System. Transition 
from tactical intervention model to a more strategic trajectory management concept and progressive 
introduction of more autonomous and decentralized operation are key concepts in the paradigm shift. In the 
opinion of HALA, a new role assignment will be derived from the consideration of three decision criteria that 
are the best time, decision place, and best player as shown in Figure 32. HALA envisions that a higher level 
of automation uses, when unpredictable events occur with low available reaction time, and humans using 
Decision Support Tools (DST) play an important role if the reaction time permits [HALA12].  

 

Figure 32 New Paradigm Shift in ATM Automation [HALA12] 
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4.5.3 Future Airlines and Aeronautics Industry 

In 2050, it is expected that more people will be travelling more frequently than ever before. Technological 
impacts are going to be projected in the airline industry with results such as faster, safer, and more 
seamless air travelling than ever before.  

New technologies such as better airline engine design, lighter composite fuselage, more direct aircraft 
routing will provide airline manufacturers and airlines continuity to utilize significant energy savings. 
Efficiencies will also be gained from fuller planes, faster turnaround, and economies of scale.  

In a global growth scenario, population and demand will continue to rise and people will still want to fly 
despite energy price rises, cushioning the adjustment for the airline industry. Biofuel seems to be a solution 
as a future energy source for aircrafts and a 50% blend of biofuel and kerosene is likely to be approved in 
the US [GChange w]. On the other hand, converting jet engines to use pure biofuel will be costly unless they 
are a perfect match for kerosene aviation fuel. In addition, we should consider the fact that there will be 
major pressure to ensure that aircrafts are not burning food, forcing up food prices. In addition to these, 
because of the fact that the average life of a new plane today is approximately 30-40 years, there will be 
aircrafts that continue to burn carbon-based fuel in 2050.  

In our vision, future airlines and the aeronautics industry should be flexible, with many probabilities and 
alternative strategies in place so that when sudden events happen, the aviation world can change globally in 
less than an hour, and management will be well-prepared. Market maturity will continue to be a challenge 

and although a partnership is required to increase efficiency, there will always be a competition between 
major companies and airlines.  

Europe and the US are both racing to be the global leader for aircraft, aircraft equipment, and air traffic 
control methods and equipment. When the development in air traffic given in the preceding sections are 
considered, the global dominance of these two decision makers in the markets of the Middle East, South 
America, North Africa, and especially Asia will be shaped by the political influence of the US and Europe in 
those regions. In additions, based on the traffic forecast Asia will be a major player in addition to Europe 
and US. However the extent of Asian influence on aircraft, aircraft equipment, and air traffic control methods 
and equipment remains to be seen. 

 

4.5.4 From efficiency toward resilience – the case for a balanced concept: 

Our efficiency approach fosters the development of new airport concepts, methods to guide and control 
aircraft, as well as alternative air transport operations, in a simplified but holistic way. Integration with other 
transport forms (e.g. railway systems) is inherently possible, i.e. intermodality is part of the concept. 

However, the huge growth in demand makes it indispensable to strongly increase the usage of the existing 
resources because an accretion of new resources is very difficult in Europe. Hence, a one hundred percent 
utilization of the resource is aspired to as well as an increase in the utilization of units per time interval 
(based on changed operations). Increasing the units of a specific resource per time interval results in a 
reduction of the existing buffers until no buffers are available. Using this approach, the efficiency reaches its 
maximum. The price paid for attaining this maximum is high sensitivity against disturbances and, hence, 
lower system stability. This means disruptions spread widely across the system and take effect on the many 
components of the system. A low system stability results in an upward soar in the impact of disturbances 
that can lead to chaotic system behavior. These effects are amplified by the complexity of the system, which 
can augment the impact of the disturbances on their way through the system. This may even lead to 
catastrophic implications. 

To avoid extreme situations it is necessary to find the balance between efficiency, on the one hand, and 
resilience, on the other hand. In that respect, in Deliverable 4.2 the Project partners take the design 
elements from the concept of the new efficient ATM System (D4.1) and the design principles described in 
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task 3.3 to incorporate these into the abstraction found in task 4.1, bearing in mind the resilience metrics for 
the European ATM System (task 3.2). The end results are a “Balanced concept considering safety, 
productivity, and resilience” (D4.2). 
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Annex 1 - Acronyms 

Table 11 List of acronyms 

Term Definition 

ACARE Advisory Council for Aviation Research and Innovation in Europe 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast 

ASKs Available Seat-Kilometers 

ANSP Air Navigation Service Provider 

ATFCM Air Traffic Flow Capacity Management 

ATFM Air Traffic Flow Management 

ATM Air Traffic Management 

ATSU Air Traffic Services Unit 

CDA Continuous Descent Approach 

CDM Collaborative Decision Making (Airports) 

CE Cost Efficient 

CFMU Central Flow Management Unit 

CPDLC Controller-Pilot Data link  

DCDUs Data link Control and Display Units 

DDR Demand Data Repository 

DHMI Devlet Hava Meydanlari Isletmesi (The General Directorate of State Airports Authority in 
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Turkey) 

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace Centre) 

EC European Commission 

EREA Association of European Research Establishment in Aeronautics 

ESRA East Sussex Recovery Alliance 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 

GDP Gross domestic product 

GRA Green Regional Aircraft 

GRC The Green Rotorcraft 

HALA High Automation Levels in ATM 

HSBC Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation 

IATA  The International Air Transport Association 

ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization  

ICT Information and communication technology 

IFR Instrument Flight Rules 

KPAs Key Performance Areas 

INX The Innaxis Foundation and Research Institute 

ITU Istanbul Teknik Universitesi (Istanbul Technical University) 
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KCL King's College London 

LCC Low-Cost Carriers  

NAS National Airspace System 

NextGen Next Generation Air Transportation System 

NLR Nationaal Lucht en Ruimtevaartlaboratorium (The National Aerospace Laboratory – The 
Netherlands) 

MRO Maintenance, Repair and Operations 

OD Origin-Destination 

OEMs Original Equipment Manufacturer 

PPP Purchasing power parity 

PRC People’s Republic of China 

PwC PricewaterhouseCoopers 

RPK Revenue Passenger Kilometres 

SAGE The Sustainable and Green Engine 

SES Single European Sky 

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research Programme 

STATFOR Strategic Forecasting Inc. 

SWIM System Wide Information Management 

TE Time Efficient 
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TMA  Terminal Manoeuvring Area 

UG Ultra Green 

UPM Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (Madrid Technical University) 

USA United State of America 

VDR3 VHF data radio 

WP Work Package 
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